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SESSION 00 | Fairytales are the Worst
(The Meaningful Marriage Model)

 

Spouse 1 | What do you think? Spouse 2 | What do you think?

We (all of us) have inherited certain beliefs about marriage that leave us ill-
equipped to navigate life with another person.

What do you think is the biggest challenge
facing your marriage?

Press PLAY to move on to Chapter 3

Before we further define the 3 Relationship Killer categories, which  do you think your challenges fit into ?
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The 3 RELATIONSHIP KILLERS…
Deception. Incompatibility. Adversity.

Adversity = Transitions, difficulties, and bumps in the road.
Incompatibility = Seeing our differences as irreconcilable  
Deception = Anything from big lies (infidelity, debt, etc) to not
following through on your word.

Regardless of the biggest challenge facing your marriage, our
research shows that almost all challenges can fall into one of 3
categories we call RELATIONSHIP KILLERS…Adversity,
Incompatibility, and Deception.  
 

 

The best relationships are not measured by the absence of these
issues.  The best relationships are measured by how well they
navigate them.
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The 3 LIES
Happily Ever After. My One True Love. I Promise.

From a very early age we have been taught that a fairytale relationship
is the desired future dream.  We were taught that things like “happily
ever after," "my one true love," and "I promise" were enough to
overcome whatever comes our way, or even worse, that these things
would prevent us from ever having to face difficulty in our own
marriage.
 
The problem is…THESE ARE LIES.  They are well intentioned lies,
but lies nonetheless.
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The 3 ANTIDOTES
Define Purpose. Facilitate Understanding. Build Trust

The antidote to adversity is taking time to DEFINE PURPOSE.           We
should know why we chose each other and we should revisit where we are
going regularly.
The antidote to incompatibility is to FACILITATE UNDERSTANDING. 
“Facilitate” implies that the process of knowing and understanding each
other is ongoing.  
The antidote to deception is working to BUILD TRUST.                
 Building trust takes continual honesty and transparency, as well as, grace
when we get it wrong.
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How does your
marriage measure

up?

We recommend doing this separately and then
coming together to compare your scores. To get
one combined score, add your totals together and
divide by 2 for an average score.

The following pages are designed
to help you determine how
prepared you are to navigate the
relationship killers in your
relationship.
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Based on your answers in each section, which
session are you most looking forward to?

Press PLAY to move on to Chapter 4

***If you and your partner had differing opinions, add both totals and divide by 2.***

What's Next

As you move through the course, be sure to keep your scores from Session 00 handy so
you can get the most out of each session.
Prepare to dig into Session 01 and make a plan for getting started.



SESSION 01 Foundation: CORE
 (why, mindset, celebration) 01

What is your motivation/ambition for getting married (write your partner's name below)?

Relationships require an intentional shift in the way we see life. The core is the
crucial part of your relationship upon which all other things are built.

Expectations
Marriage isn’t intended to meet your needs or make you happy.  Marriage is crazy, difficult, and yet
incredibly rewarding.  Marriage strengthens us and shapes us.
 
 

Why [name]_______________? Why [name]______________?

What are some key characteristics you want to be present in your relationship?
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A Willingness To Serve
Marriage requires a complete shift of how we see others, especially our spouse.  The best
marriages are between two people who continually put the other’s needs before their own.

By focusing on meeting the needs of others, your needs are more
regularly met. - The Meaningful Marriage

Visit www.themeaningfulmarriage.us to purchase
the full 6-Session Marriage Refresh Program! 

Get Started!
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